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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, STANISLAUS

ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES

October 26, 1999

PRESENT: Aronson, Bettencourt, Bowers, Campbell, Cartwright,

Christopher, Chu, Clark, Costa, Cruz, Farrar, Filling, Finley, Fisk,

Gackowski, Hernandez, Hilpert, Hor, Keymer, Mayer, Miller-

Antonio, Moren, Olivant, Pandell, Peterson, Phillips, Russ, Schulz,

Thomas, Thompson, Tordoff, Tuedio, Villanueva, Weikart, Wolf,

Zarling

PROXIES: Demetrulias (Curry), Doraz (Riedmann)

ABSENT: AbuKhalil, Apodaca, Dinse, Littlewood, Nelson

GUESTS: Klein

Recording Secretary: Diana Saugstad

7/AS/99/SEC/Substitute--
ACCOUNTABIL-
ITY RESOLUTION, PASSED WITHOUT
DISSENT

Next Academic Senate Meeting: 

Tuesday, November 9, 1999
2:30-4:30 p.m., South Dining Room

Minutes submitted by:

Steve Filling, Clerk

The meeting was called to order at 2:35 pm by Speaker Tordoff. The agenda was approved as submitted.
Speaker Tordoff noted that the date of September 10 should be changed to September 24, first page, under
Speaker/SEC Report, number 2, second line. The minutes of October 5, 1999 were then approved by
consensus.

REPORTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

a. Speaker/SEC (Tordoff)

1. An Ad Hoc Committee on Community Services has been formed. Members are: Diana Grant, Bill Potter,
Lee Renner, Jennifer Humphrey, Dan Cartwright, and Wally Tordoff. The committee has met twice and are
in the process of reviewing other campus surveys and documents related to service learning. In particular,
the committee is reviewing the San Francisco State response to the SWAS resolution. The committee will
have a report to the Senate by the last meeting of the Fall semester.

2. A memo was sent out by Saugstad asking for interested faculty to contact her regarding the Academic
Council on International programs campus representative. This is for a three year position, starting July 1,
2000. The person needs to be tenured or tenure-track and have demonstrated an interest in
international/intercultural education through personal participation in various activities. If you are interested,
please contact her no later than December 3, 1999. The Committee on Committees, in consultation with the
Provost/VPAA will recommend to the Academic Senate the person to fill this position.

3. The annual Academic Conference, sponsored by the SWAS and CSU will be held at Asilomar November
3-5. Tordoff, Curry, Thompson and Russ will be attending. The Senate Chairs will have some separate
meetings on the 3rd. Possible topics are: FMI, community service, year-round and accountability.

4. Steve Filling was appointed as faculty representative to the University Facilities and Planning Committee.

5. A one-page "Basic Parliamentary Procedures" was distributed to Senators.
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b. University Educational Policies Committee (Aronson)

1. UEPC met twice with Paula Crawford, Chair of the G.E. Task Force to discuss their recommendations.

2. The campus Remediation Plan is being discussed.

c. Faculty Affairs Committee (Schulz)

1. The FAC, in conjunction with the CFA, have developed an FMI questionnaire to be sent to department
chairs. Results of the survey will be reported to the Senate.

2. Post tenure review is being discussed. Associate Vice President Bowers has been invited to the next
meeting.

3. The MOU requires a Range Distribution Salary Schedule Policy. FAC has been charged with creating this
policy.

4. FAC discussed CalTeach, but deferred to UEPC since they are discussing it.

d. Faculty Budget Advisory Committee (Fisk)

1. FBAC met with Vice President Stephens. It was a good session with her. Only about one-half of the
questions were dealt with.

2. Concern by FBAC that they are not able to carry out their duties per the General Faculty Constitution.
The Constitution states: 1) that they function as one of the University's campus budget advisory committees
(Chancellor's memorandum BA-87-14), 2) advise the Administration with respect to University budget
policy, planning, and resource allocation, including the development and/or allocation of special funds, etc.
The last two years we have only considered budget issues of Academic Affairs. FBAC has not talked to any
of the other areas. Since FBAC has not been able to fulfill their Constitutional mandate, they question
whether they should continue to exist. This issue is being discussed in SEC and will be brought forward to
Senate.

e. Graduate Council

1. GC is still working on the Graduate Mission Statement.

2. Several GC members are on the joint Ph.D. Program Task Force.

3. Reviewing 3 five year program reviews from Education.

4. GC approved a position announcement for a reader for thesis and projects.

5. GC discussed the Interdisciplinary Graduate Student Conference. Please encourage your students to get
involved for the October 2000 conference.

f. Statewide Academic Senate (Russ/Thompson)

1. SWAS Report distributed over Facnet.

2. Thompson reported a concern from the SWAS meeting that on some campuses, Presidents are
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redistributing FMI funds out of departments. Apparently, that is the reading of the MOU by some
administrators that deans and presidents can shift money from departments. Our reporting mechanism will
hopefully track that. The general consensus from the meeting is that is a bad faith interpretation of the
MOU. Russ reported that data has been gathered from campuses to file grievances about this particular
thing. Schulz noted that one of the questions from the survey is "do you know how much was allocated to
your department, how it was distributed and the final amount your department received?" 

3. Russ noted her frustration of her car breaking down and not making the meeting. The only resolution was
to get married. The Senate congratulated her on her marriage.

g. Associated Students (Cartwright/Villanueva)

1. Cartwright reported that Friday is the ASI blood drive held in the Event Center from 10-2.

2. Student fees are being discussed. This issue will be brought to the Senate 

eventually.

3. Wednesday, from 10-2 in the Quad is the Student Affairs Fair. The theme is Spaghetti Westerns.

h. Other

1. Tuedio distributed a one-page flyer on the Proposed Honors Curriculum. He asked Senators to share it
with their department colleagues and solicit their input. 

ACTION ITEM

a. 7/AS/99/SEC--Accountability Resolution and Document

It was MS Aronson/Bowers to substitute the following resolution:

WHEREAS: CSU Stanislaus fully supports and has implemented appropriate accountability and
responsibility indicators; and

WHEREAS: CSU Stanislaus has already implemented an effective five year program review process; and

WHEREAS: Many academic and professional development programs undergo additional intense review and
evaluation to maintain their national accreditation; and

WHEREAS: CSU Stanislaus undergoes periodic accreditation review by WASC; and

WHEREAS: CSU Stanislaus has established an assessment program to assist faculty, programs, and
departments improve and implement effective and meaningful processes; therefore, be it

RESOLVED: That CSU Stanislaus already has indicators of accountability and responsibility that are
available for review by the CSU and the public.

Aronson explained that at the last Senate meeting there was a lot of discussion concerning accountability
measures. The above resolution is a response to that. The issue also came up that we already have a
significant amount of accountability procedures in place. What the Chancellor's Office suggests seems rather
redundant. 
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Tuedio suggested that if you mean we already have sufficient indicators in place (Resolved clause), then we
should put that in.

Tuedio further suggested under the fourth Whereas clause referring to the WASC accreditation, we add the
positive recommendation from WASC. This would point back to the first and second Whereas clauses and
would sustain the assumption that we do have the appropriate indicators in place.

Demetrulias added that WASC did make a statement that we do have excellent examples of assessments in
place. They did indicate we needed to pay more attention to assessment of student learning and that
departments have evidence of how they did assessment. So both affirms and suggests areas for
improvement.

Aronson advised that we are working on this via Gary Novak's assessment committee.

Farrar stated he was not sure which of the Whereas clauses deal with the Board of Trustees need for data on
how we are preparing students for specific jobs.

Christopher reaffirmed that the purpose of this resolution is to reject the Chancellor's Office document. This
resolution does that except we should add "sufficient" to the Resolved clause.

Filling suggested the following friendly amendment: The faculty of CSU Stanislaus have evaluated the
accountability and responsibility indicators and associated reports and believe that the additional time
consumed by preparation of repetitive reports would not be justified by the incremental and questionable
benefits of those reports.

This was accepted as a friendly amendment. This will be the second Resolved clause.

Tordoff advised that he just received San Diego State's response and it basically does two things 1)
addressed indicators in all items and suggests some better indicators and 2) in general criticizes the whole
document. It in effect deals with both aspects we've been attempting here.

Russ suggested a friendly amendment to add "sufficient" to the first Resolved clause " That CSU Stanislaus
already has sufficient indicators of accountability and responsibility that are available for review by the
CSU and the public."

This was accepted as a friendly amendment.

Tuedio suggested a friendly amendment to add the President's language regarding WASC Accreditation to
the 4th Whereas clause as follows: The President said in her letter to the faculty "…I announce the decision
by the WASC to award CSU Stanislaus the highest possible rating (ten-year reaffirmation). Further, under
the WASC Executive Summary, "The WASC Commission commended the University for '…the use of the
self-study as an opportunity to define and explore its status in regard to being learning-centered and for its
willingness to commit to an explicit central core value. It applauded the University for going beyond the
accreditation standards by examining analytically and comprehensively its core values. The WASC Team's
overall assessment of the campus is highly complimentary. Commendations throughout the team's report
illustrate the superlative efforts and achievements of our faculty, students, staff, and administration. The
Commission and visiting team were highly complimentary of the faculty and their dedication and close
relationship to students. The team described a campus climate characterized by respect for a diverse student
population and one in which students report that faculty care deeply about their learning and their academic
and social success…" 

This was accepted as a friendly amendment. Saugstad will follow up.
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The question was called by Schulz/Russ.

The motion to substitute passed with two abstentions.

There being no further discussion, the question was called by Farrar/Christopher. Vote on 7/AS/99/SEC
passed by voice vote with two abstentions. It will be recorded without dissent.

This resolution will be forwarded to the Statewide Academic Senate and will also be part of the campus
response. Assistant Vice President Hogan is dealing with this and will expedite forthwith.

Tordoff advised that on a related issue, the last two pages attached to the agenda is the draft Accountability
Timeline and Due Dates. Provost Curry gave this to the SEC at its last meeting. It assumes that the Board of
Trustees will pass this. We have until March to decide specific format and which indicators we are going to
report. The system should provide us with data in May to prepare the report which is due next August. So,
we still have a bit of time to respond to Area 10.

Tuedio noted that in relation to Area 3, progress to degree. This campus needs to raise the question of how
this is being used. It really favors full-time student campuses. Our students are much more diverse and if we
are 'opening the campus' we need to recognize that in the accountability items. The definition of "progress
toward degree" is important.

Tordoff advised that this is one of the things San Diego State looked at. They concluded that this
discriminates against part-time students.

Russ commented about the timeline. Faculty are not on campus during the summer.

Tordoff stated that this issue will not go away. Hopefully it will come back to the Senate in March.

Meeting adjourned at 3:18 p.m.


